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PIECE/PEACE WORK: ENGENDERING ‘RATIONALITIES OF CARE’ THROUGH A 

THREAD-BY-THREAD DECONSTRUCTION OF MILITARISM. 

 

It is militarists who benefit from the equation of women with irrationality, 

who call Cassandra mad and defense intellectuals people of reason. The 

struggle to be ‘rational’ -- to see what is real in all its complexity and 

ambiguity — is a peacekeeper’s struggle. The task is to reconceive 

rationalities that will be instruments of nonviolent action, rather than war. 

(Ruddick 1990:239) 

Constructed not only of armies of men (and increasingly women), of weapons and 

their delivery systems, militaries are also made up of the mundane objects needed to 

nurture and sustain life. Textiles and their manufacture from raw material into cloth, 

uniforms, bedding and shelter are an integral component of the military-industrial-

complex as are the gestures of globalized industrial labour through which they are 

produced; gestures shaped through a transnational choreography of technologically 

enhanced and Taylorized production with its accompanying ensemble of sub-contracted 

supply chains of increasingly precarious labour; fragmented and abstracted gestures 

that alienate maker, not only from the process and product of their labour, but also from 

its geopolitical consequences. 
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 In September 2011, I began Unravel, an embodied inquiry into the loss and 

fragmentation that results from the violence of war and into the relationship between 

mundane gestures of caring and the potential for empathetic connection. Through its 

seam-by-seam, thread-by-thread deconstruction of a military uniform, Unravel is a 

meditation on the warp and weft of militarism’s fabric: How do the threads of the military 

industrial complex bind us to one another? How do the rationalities of transnational 

industrial production intersect with those of militarism? How are both informed by 

dominant orderings of masculinities and femininities produced by and through centuries 

of Imperialist and economic expansionism? And finally, what rationalities might be 

engendered through a sustained engagement with militarism’s unproduction?  

 

PIECE WORK I 

There’s something seductive about the architectural wonder 

of the jacket. Deconstructing it is akin to solving a puzzle. Or 

maybe this is just how I entertain myself through the toil of the 

task. Figuring out how ‘best’ — Most efficiently? With the least 

‘damage’ inflicted on the component parts? — to dismember 

the uniform. Mental games familiar to assembly line and piece 

workers trying to eek out an inkling of agency, of dignity, while 

operating within a system structured to minimize both. The 

jacket is constructed of total of ninety-four component parts: sixty-four cloth pieces; 

fifteen buttons (eleven small, four large); six pieces of Velcro (of varying sizes); six 

grommets; two cords; and one label.  
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In Women’s Work: The First 20,000 Years, Elizabeth Wayland Barber attributes the 

gendered nature of women’s long history in the invention and development of textile 

production to the fact that historically women were also the primary caretakers of young 

children: ‘Spinning, weaving, and sewing’ explains Barber, are ‘repetitive [tasks], easy to 

pick up at any point, reasonably child-safe, and easily done at home’ (1994:30). And so, 

for millennia, a rationality of caretaking was inextricably woven into cloth’s production 

logic until the Industrial Revolution moved textile work ‘out of the home [and out of the 

control of its producers] and into large (inherently dangerous) factories’ (30). More 

recently, as the result of ‘technological, political and economic developments’ 

multinational corporations have largely abandoned factory-based apparel production in 

favor of global economic networks of subcontracted supply chains (Hale and Wills 

2005:4). ‘Homeworkers’ are at the end of the chain, the bottom of a bottom heavy 

pyramid (or iceberg). The majority of them work for sub-minimum wages, with no 

benefits, and no protection. Health and safety hazards long associated with the garment 

industry are now part of the homeworker’s home environment. Predominantly women, 

and largely from the global south or from the global north’s internalized third world of 

immigrant and poor women, homeworkers are an isolated and invisible workforce, 

distanced from both retailer and consumer through long complex chains of 

subcontracting that are legitimated through discourses of neo-liberal economic 

rationality (Hale and Wills 2005).  

Despite radical shifts in the logics that drive textile production the association of 

women with cloth has remained largely intact. According to R. W. Connell, the gendered 

structuring of transnational globalization, on the other hand, is often masked not only by 

dominant discourses that frame economics as gender-neutral, but also, by ‘literature on 

“women and development” [that treats] the institutions or processes that cross national 

boundaries (markets, corporations, intergovernmental programs etc.) as being gender-

neutral in principle, but impacting on men and women unequally because of bad 

attitudes or bad policies’ (Connell 2000:40). Connell argues that not only are global 

markets not gender-neutral, they are ‘inherently, not accidentally, arenas of gender 

formation and gender politics’ that together operate to produce a ‘world gender order’ 
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(40-1). Connell is not suggesting that this gendered ‘world order’ is based in a 

biologically essentialized binary of fixed and universalized masculinity and femininity, 

but rather, that it has been produced by, and is reflective of, the gendered historical 

processes of Imperialism and colonialism and that today continue to be manufactured 

and maintained through networks of economic neo-colonialism interwoven with military 

and paramilitary expansionism: ‘[T]he current growth of world markets and systems of 

financial control’ Connell posits, ‘has seen gender divisions of labour remade on a 

massive scale in the “global factory” (Fuentes & Ehrenreich 1983), as well as the spread 

of gendered violence alongside Western military technology’ (41).  

 

PEACE WORK II 

When I began Unravel the thought of 

the thread-by-thread deconstruction 

of the fatigues was especially 

daunting. I anticipated boredom, 

backaches, and frustration. I 

assumed that the repetitive labour of 

the task; the pinching of each 

individual thread between finger and 

thumb, and the pulling — slowly so as 

not to break the thread — through the 

fabric’s weave, retrieving those threads that do break, sometimes with a violent snap, 

other times with a disintegrating poof — tasks my thick fingers are ill-suited for — would 

generate impatience in me. Paradoxically, I’ve found that the visceral engagement with 

such an aggravatingly yet necessarily care-filled task simultaneously triggers and de-

fuses my frustration. Through the doing — or undoing — I discover a kind of peace. Not 

a simple or static peace. Not a guaranteed peace. Not a peace innate to the affectively 

feminized lexicon of cradling cloth in lap, holding thread in hand. Not a romantic or 

nostalgic peace. A peace born and reborn — thread-by-thread — of the struggle with 

the ambiguity and ambivalence of the task. A peace requiring the constant negotiation 
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and renegotiation of frustration, empathy, boredom, anger, resignation, hope and 

despair. 

 

In ‘The Rationality of Care’ (1990) Sara Ruddick argues that while women, like men, 

have actively supported many wars, through their historical location as mothers (and 

caregivers) they have also ‘derived a distinctive kind of knowledge that might be put to 

antimilitarist use’ (231). Just as Connell’s conception of a ‘world gender order’ is not 

based in an essentialized notion of masculinity, Ruddick is not proposing a ‘rationality of 

care’ as an essentialized notion of an innately nurturing and peace loving femininity. 

While asserting, ‘the work of care could [and should] transcend gender’ Ruddick notes 

that it nevertheless remains profoundly associated with women (238). Arguing that 

practices produce particular rationalities that are in turn productive of particular material 

consequences, the ‘rationality’ that Ruddick proposes may be useful for antimilitarist 

organizing is born out the caregivers struggle with the ambiguous and ambivalent task 

of caring. ‘Since the vulnerable are subject to abuse and neglect’, Ruddick argues, ‘the 

circumstances of care allow for violence. Caretakers are tempted by sadism, self-

indulgent aggression, and self-protective indifference to the real needs of others’ (240).  

Arguing against the grain of western metaphysics with its focus on an ontology of 

‘Being’ or subjectivity based in cognitive reason and essence, Emmanuel Levinas, in his 

philosophy of an ethical metaphysics, proposes that the subject comes into being 

through ‘facing’ the other: ‘The face of a neighbor’, for Levinas, ‘signifies an 

unexceptionable responsibility, preceding every free consent, every pact, every 

contract’ (88). As Judith Butler explains in Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and 

Violence: ‘[T]he nonviolence that Levinas seems to promote does not come from a 

peaceful place, but rather from the constant tension between the fear of undergoing 

violence and the fear of inflicting violence’ (137). Peace, according to Levinas, requires 

‘an awakeness to the precariousness of the other’ (Levinas as qtd. in Butler 2006:134). 

Just as for Levinas ethical relations are not born of pure cognition or abstract reasoning 

but are rather a product of ‘the anarchy of responsibility’ (Levinas 26), Ruddick argues 

that it is through the sustained and intimate encounter with a vulnerable ‘other’ who 

persistently threatens one’s autonomy that mothers (and caregivers) develop a 
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‘distinctive intellectual vantage’ – a vantage Ruddick contrasts with military reason: 

‘Increasing vulnerability and aggressing against the vulnerable is an aim of the military. 

A benign detachment from one’s own and others, vulnerability is often an aim of the 

man of reason’ (239-40).  

Rooted in a western Enlightenment notion of rationality, Ruddick notes that military 

reason is a gendered and dichotomizing reason that not only bifurcates but also 

hierarchically orders mind over body; abstract over practical; thought over feeling; and 

the ‘masculine’ over the ‘feminine’. In his analysis of the US Homeland Security’s color-

coded terror alert system Brian Massumi (2005) argues that it is precisely through the 

splitting off of emotional and phenomenological experience from cognitive or critical 

interpretation, that the state affectively modulates fear for its geopolitical and militarist 

aims. Through the rendering of ‘affective experience’ as subjective (private), and 

irrational (in need of expert cognitive mediation), it becomes separated from the political 

(public) and ideological process of producing rationalized narratives of nationalism with 

their accompanying military and foreign policy agendas. Irrationality, then, can be seen 

not as the opposite of reason but as reason’s creation, a creation whose modulation is 

an integral mechanism of reason’s control. Ruddick’s ‘rationality of care’ challenges the 

splitting off of affective experience from cognitive reason: Feeling and embodied 

experience are not only not separate from cognition, they are necessary to the ongoing, 

complex (and often fraught) negotiation of vulnerability that is integral to the tasks 

associated with caring, as Ruddick, like Levinas and Butler, propose, they are to the 

task of peacemaking.  

 

TROUBLING THE GENDERED LEXICONS OF WAR AND PEACE 

 

 

These are buttons and seams that do not 

easily give way. Pocket corners are especially 

well reinforced, girded against actions that 

might cause them to be torn from the uniform’s 

body. Even with the tools intended for their 
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undoing it is difficult. As I struggle with a particularly well-affixed corner my seam-ripper 

slips, leaving a small gash concealed by the uniform’s camouflage. A wounding. A 

reminder. No matter how ingeniously designed, how painstakingly constructed, no 

uniform is up to the task of protecting its wearer from weapons intent on destruction. 

 

Despite the rise of women in the military, combat fatigues remain an iconic symbol of 

what Connell calls ‘military masculinities’, a symbol produced not only by and through 

war, but also through the myriad of representations that constitute the larger military-

industrial-entertainment-complex — from toy soldiers and G.I. Joes, to Block-Buster 

movies, to an ever expanding plethora of video games including America’s Army, 

developed by the US military as a public relations, recruitment and training vehicle 

(available free online). Like militarism, peace has its own gendered lexicon. Women-led 

and women-only anti-war and anti-militarist movements have employed essentialist —

sometimes strategically framed, other times not — notions of ‘mother’ or ‘woman’ 

together with their accompanying signs and symbols: From Las Madres de la Plaza de 

Mayo (who wore white scarves representing baby’s diapers as poignant signifiers of the 

loss of their disappeared children); to the Women’s Peace Camp at Greenham 

Commons (where feminist peace activists drew upon the historical associations of 

women with cloth and caring when they wove themselves to the fence surrounding the 

base); to Women in Black whose use of public symbols of mourning and unrelenting call 

for peaceful solutions challenge the state’s use of memorial for militaristic and 

nationalistic aims. 

Many feminists, however, trouble the too-easy linkage of women with peace. In 

‘Gender, War and Militarism’, (2008) Lynne Segal suggests that at this stage in the 

trajectory of anti-war feminism(s) it is important to look not only at the ways in which 

militarism enforces male dominance and constructs a hegemonic masculinity, but also 

at the ways in which, ‘men too are the victims of the violence of other men, 

overwhelmingly so in times of conflict, when men are also more likely to suffer sexual 

humiliation, rape and all other forms of bodily fragmentation and abuse’ (32). And in A 

Field Guide for Female Interrogators, (2008) Coco Fusco argues that with the rise of 

women in the military US feminists have tended to focus ‘exclusively on women’s 
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experience of hardship’ — most notably, sexual harassment and abuse perpetrated by 

their male comrades — while turning a blind-eye to the increased deployment of female 

sexuality as an interrogation weapon: ‘The stereotype of Arab masculinity as fragile’, 

Fusco asserts, ‘[has led] to treating it as a point of vulnerability, while the stereotype of 

women as less aggressive [has made] their sexual harassment of detainees seem to be 

milder and more acceptable than other forms of torture’ (54).  

 As critical as it is that we trouble linkages of men with war and women with peace as 

well as the gendered lexicons that sustain these associations, it is also imperative to do 

so cognizant of the contemporary dominant discourses through which militarism has 

become so astoundingly normalized that the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to 

the Commander-and-Chief of the world’s largest-ever military power, a nation that, at 

the time of the award, was overtly at war with two other nations — Afghanistan and Iraq 

— and is the world’s largest exporter of military technologies. The decision to award the 

Nobel Prize to President Obama can be viewed as a kind of strategic rationalism, a 

means of pressuring him (or providing him with the moral backing) to heed the calls for 

peace voiced by millions around the world throughout the G.W. Bush administration. As 

Ruddick might suggest, however, such a decision is also problematically reflective of 

the ongoing notion of militaristic reason as a rational route to peace. Within such a 

context, rationalities of nonviolence are rendered irrational, or mad, and just as 

militarism continues to be equated with masculinity, irrationality (like textile ‘homework’ 

and the labour of mothering) continues to be predominately equated with women. 

Resisting the notion of a singular and abstracted rationality of the clear thinking mind 

set in binary opposition to an embodied, feeling, and gendered ‘irrationality’, Ruddick 

instead insists upon a range of rationalities that are produced through a variety of 

human practices. Despite the fact that mothering remains a largely gendered activity, 

not all mothers mother, and not all who mother are themselves mothers -- nor are they 

necessarily women. Thus mothering as an activity, and the anti-militarist rationality that 

Ruddick argues it is potentially productive of, is not gender dependent.  

Connell likewise insists upon a plurality of masculinities. Even within the military, 

Connell argues, masculinity takes many forms: While some soldiers are trained to obey, 

or to kill on command; some are trained to command others to obey and to order others 
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to kill. And, as has become increasingly evident in recent years, not all soldiers who are 

trained to obey, to kill, or as Fusco points out, to torture, on command — nor those who 

command others to obey, to kill or to torture — are men. Connell also notes that not 

only are military masculinities plural, so too are the values produced through the 

performance of military (and other) masculinities. Just as Ruddick argues for the 

importance of recognizing (and utilizing) the rationalities that are produced through the 

predominantly female-gendered task of mothering, Connell argues that some of the 

diversity of values produced through the performance of a myriad of masculinities may 

be useful for resisting not only militarism and war, but gender oppression itself. For 

example, two social values that have been largely appropriated under the umbrella of 

military masculinity’s core values — courage and loyalty — Connell suggests, are much 

needed for resisting the global oppressions and violence that are the product of our 

current “world gender order”. Examples of the redirection, or reappropriation, of these 

militarized values are evident in a range of veteran’s anti-militarist organizing including 

the ‘winter soldiers’ campaigns, organized to expose military atrocities in Vietnam, and 

more recently, Afghanistan and Iraq, and Bradley Manning’s leaking of military 

documents. In resisting polarized, fixed and essentialized notions of gendered 

behaviors and rationalities, both Ruddick and Connell engage a practicalist rather than 

an essentialist or an ideologically-based and oppositional approach to resisting the 

violence and oppression of the dominant and dominating ‘world gender order’. 

 

THE QUEER ART OF CRAFT AND THE ‘TEMPORAL DRAG’ OF UNPRODUCTION 

 

As I took the uniform apart at the seams and laid 

each piece out I found myself involuntarily 

overcome by feelings of tenderness for the body 

that bore the weight of the uniform, for the iconic 

and iconically grievable ‘soldier’. But, the moments 

that most break my heart come later, when the final 

weft thread is pulled out and the warp threads remain as ghostly reminders of the 

hundreds, thousands, millions of nameless individuals who have been rent from the 
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fabric of family, friends and community, from the weave of life, through the violence of 

militarism and war. 

 
 

As with the too-easy gendered linkages of war and peace, the resurgence of crafting 

and its use as an alter-globalization and anti-war tactic have stirred feminist debates 

about whether engaging the gendered lexicon of craft as a political tactic is counter to 

feminist goals. Kristy Robertson suggests, however, that unlike their feminist 

predecessors of the 70s and 80s today’s ‘radical knitters and the Stitch n’Bitcher’s… 

[have] a sophisticated understanding that the making of any textile is connected to the 

capitalist system’ (198). And drawing on José Esteban Muñoz’s theory of 

disidentification as a performative tactic for ‘queering traditional identities’, like those 

associated with crafting, Lacey Jane Roberts proposes a ‘critical craft theory’ that 

rethinks crafting as a ‘tactic of ambiguity’ and uses queer theory as a framework for 

negotiating contemporary craft’s ‘identity crises’ impasse (2011:245-46):  

By flipping and displacing denigrating and confining stereotypes through 

tactics of performance and appropriation, craft can reimagine itself … 

Through the dismantling and reconfiguration of its own stereotypes, craft 

is positioned as a potent agent to challenge the very systems that create 

and proliferate stereotypes to maintain hierarchies of visual and material 

culture. (247-48) 

Enlisting craft and its gendered visual lexicon, anti-militarist crafters have produced a 

queer range of crafty challenges to militarism and war: With antipersonnel, a series of 

hand knit and stuffed landmine replicas, Barb Hunt ‘juxtaposes the mindfulness and 

time dedicated to a knitting project with the contemplation of “knowledge that is 
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otherwise too difficult to bear”’ (Black and Burisch 2011:210); For her disarming Pink 

Tank project Marianne Jørgensen collaborated with members of the Cast Off Knitters as 

well as individual knitters from around the world to ‘knit and [assemble] over four 

thousand squares into a covering for a World War II era combat tank as a protest 

against the … war in Iraq’ (207); And craft artist Liz Collins’ Knitting Nation laboriously 

deploys craft ‘to question ideas of nationhood through parody’ (Roberts 2011:253). In a 

‘spectacle of craft’ Collins and her ensemble of workers labour at knitting machines to 

produce large-scale installations like the gigantic and unwieldy American flag they 

produced as part of The Muster (2005), performance artist Allison Smith’s queer civil 

war reenactment (251-53).  

Knitting, crochet and other handcrafts also stubbornly resist the temporal 

sensibilities of transnational production. The sedentary hours Hunt spends constructing 

her pink-hued landmines facilitate a meditation on the ambiguity of production in the 

face of destruction: ‘[I will] sit and knit for a few hours and enjoy it a lot, then suddenly 

realize that during that time about half a dozen people were injured or killed by a land 

mine somewhere in the world’ (qtd. in Black and Burisch, 2011:209). The temporal 

vulnerability of the materials in Jørgensen’s pink-squared blanket when set in intimate 

proximity with the hard metallic contours of the tank, brings attention to the 

precariousness of the body in its encounter with military weaponry. And as participants 

in Smith’s queer call to arms, Collins’ army of knitters deploy their craft with technical 

skill, in a ‘spectacle of slowness [that] offers a time-out to the audience to observe acts 

of making usually sequestered from the public gaze’ (Roberts 2011:253).  

In her analysis of Smith’s Muster as an example of the ‘double-edged politics … of 

affiliating battle reenactment with decidedly Left-wing art practices’ Rebecca Schneider 

‘questions what it means to protest then, now’ (2011: 2). Schneider is interested in 

temporality’s sticky slip and slide -- the way time and the consequences of its passing 

(and not passing) ‘give lie to the Enlightenment mandate that we head into our futures 

undetained’ (174). Elizabeth Freeman spins ‘what Homi Bhabbha, after Frantz Fanon, 

has called temporal lag’ (30) into the notion of ‘temporal drag’ to describe the queerness 

of temporal reenactment’s ‘cross-generational negotiation’ (14). Schneider adds Fred 

Moten’s notion of inter-inanamation, to Freeman’s queer temporality, to suggest 
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reenactment as ‘a tool for cross- or intra-temporal negotiation, even (perhaps) 

interaction or inter(in)animation of one time with another time’ (30-31). If performative 

re-doing or reenactments drag time through time, or make visible the past’s present, 

and if craft’s ‘spectacle of slowness’ creates a time out of time, what of the temporality 

of undoing, of uncrafting, of the performance of unproduction? 

 

IN CLOSING (AND NOT): A THREAD-BY-THREAD UNSEWING CIRCLE AT ARMLEY 

MILLS, LEEDS 

 

 
 

In June 2012, as part of PSi #18 and Leeds’ LUDUS Festival, Unravel ventured into 

the public arena and hosted Thread-by-thread a three-day unsewing circle at Armley 

Mills, the Leeds Industrial Museum. Thread-by-thread was a porous event that invited 

participants into an experiential, collective and conscious reengagement with the 

processes, products and consequences of our collective labour through the task-

based performance of its unproduction.  
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From the moment of my arrival at Armley 

Mills, Leeds’ location as a historical textile-

manufacturing centre, and the mill itself 

became integral components of Thread-by-

Thread’s contextual fabric. Just past the 

massive industrial carding machine, Barrie, 

the museum’s gifted storyteller-guide, was 

weaving technical and historical data with 

anecdotes gleaned from locals who had 

worked in the mills. Barrie shared stories of 

the women who used to operate the mules; 

about fourteen hour work days and perilous 

working conditions; about the mills’ long 

history of manufacturing cloth for military 

uniforms; about the industry’s decline and 

the mills’ closing. Then, in a seamless gesture of performativity, Barrie started up one of 

the mill’s 100-year-old spinning mules, and over its clattering din added the spinning of 

yarn to his spinning of (narrative) yarns, deftly drawing threads of the mill’s past into the 

corporeal present. 
 

For three days participants and witnesses passed through Thread-by-threadʼs 

unsewing circle. Some unravelled. Some witnessed. Some were silent. Some spoke. 

Some simply passed by. They were PSi conference goers who made the trek from the 

University. They were museum visitors who happened upon Thread-by-thread. They 

were members of the museumʼs staff who spent their breaks with us. And they were 

individuals who learned of the unsewing circle through a local arts listserv. Those who 

participated shared stories, reflections and associations — about war, about peace, 

about death, about cloth and thread, about labour and art, about pasts, presents and 

possible futures.  
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Many asked about my plans for the threads. In fact, this is the question I have most 

frequently been asked since I began unraveling. People offered visions of possible 

transformations of the threads — a crocheted tablecloth; a nest; friendship bracelets. 

Members of the knitting circle we shared the museum’s sunny craft room with one 

afternoon, expressed their unanimous (and almost lusty) desire to re-spin the threads 

into yarn. Some, on the other hand, were not so interested in the threads. ‘Mike’, a 

British veteran of the Bosnian War, currently working as a contractor for the Afghanistan 

war, wondered if I’d considered unraveling with veterans as a way of processing their 

war experiences. And Katja, who I spent three-hours side-by-side with on Thread-by-

thread’s final day at Leeds, was more interested in what the task of unraveling 

engendered: 

Thread-by-thread… goes far beyond the produced or un-produced 

threads… Its temporality IS the time spent un-producing them; the time of 

being together and being at times alone with your own thoughts; the 
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minute affects, sensations, reflections, conversations that emerge during 

this time of creative un-production, which re-appropriates (even if 

temporally) the cognitive and affective territories from the dictums of 

production. (Katja Čičigoj)  

I come from a long line of unravelers. Sweaters undone, yarn rewound and re-knit. 

Wearers — past, present, future — uncannily connected through yarn’s intimate 

encounter with skin, and through the hands that heroically make, unmake and make 

again. So I share with many of Thread-by-thread’s participants and witnesses the 

impulse to redo, to remake, to construct anew. Over time, however, I have found myself 

increasingly wary of the symmetry the idea of remaking evokes — as though it is 

possible to head into our futures undetained by the messy geopolitical tangles of past 

and present. Like Katja, I believe that ‘undoing an economic and military product’ is an 

endeavor potentially requiring an infinite amount of time — a task both born of and also 

seeking to resist ‘the infinite nature of capital’s expansionist logic [which] reveals itself in 

its most absurd and paradoxical light: we could say that capital needs to produce more 

wars in order to produce more uniforms in order to produce more wars... etc., etc., ad 

infinitum’ (Čičigoj). Also like Katja, I do not think of Thread-by-thread as a ‘road to some 

other place’ but as a commitment to a way of passing time in ‘revolutionary 

(unproductive) labour’ (Čičigoj). 

From the perspective of military and transnational production rationalities, or of 

history as a dialectical forward momentum, Unravel and its Thread-by-Thread unsewing 

circles are undoubtedly irrational endeavors. They are ambiguous undertakings that 

queer temporalities and seek to engender mad arrays of caring rationalities. Through 

the tactile corporality of the task of dismantling the uniform, thread’s past 

inter(in)animates the tangle of thread in the political present. Relationships and histories 

are ‘temporally dragged’, participants and witnesses hailed, as thread though weave; 

the fixedness of militarism, of nationalist identities and ideologies, and of masculinized 

and feminized rationalities unloosed; pasts are unraveled into a present busy with the 

infinite piece/peace work of unproduction; of unweaving the shroud of militarism’s 

future.  
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